Together We’re Stronger… Your Voice Matters

Pork Alliance membership in NPPC gives allied industry companies an opportunity to support producers in public policy efforts. It’s self-evident under current economic conditions that this relationship is mutually beneficial; producers know the vendors to the industry serving them support their grassroots efforts while the entire pork industry benefits from a successful producer/vendor network with favorable policy decisions and communications.

NPPC Mission

We advocate for the social, environmental, and economic sustainability of U.S. pork producers and their partners by fighting for reasonable public policy, defending our freedom to operate and expanding access to global markets.

NPPC Vision

Our vision is that this industry—and way of life—will continue for many generations.

"The National Pork Producers Council began when a group of producers gathered and acknowledged the need for activism on behalf of their livelihood in the political realm. They recognized their individual voices were amplified when they worked together to advocate for reasonable legislation, regulation and increased trade opportunities. The same thought defines Pork Alliance." - NPPC CEO Bryan Humphreys

Your Voice Matters – Join Today!

CONTACT: Rebecca Casey, Director, Industry Resource Development | caseyr@nppc.org | 515-718-8012